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INFERRING INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL
CHARACTERISTICS FROM DIGITAL
TRACE DATA
Issues and Recommendations
Deen Freelon

The digital age has generated innumerable new data sources for scholars of
communication. Political communication researchers have probably benefited
from this bonanza more than some subfields (interpersonal and organizational,
for example) due to the public nature of many of its objects of study. From social
media and websites to digitized versions of offline texts, digital data sources
allow us to explore political communication research questions in unprecedented ways. Thus far we have only scratched the surface of the methodological
possibilities afforded by the many datasets now available to us through a few
clicks.
One important category of digital data for our subfield is digital traces. These are
the records of online activity recorded by the servers that undergird all internet-
based communication (Freelon, 2014).Traces can be created manually or generated
automatically: user-generated text, hyperlinks, social media follows, “likes” and
“favorites,” and timestamps are all examples. (Not included are analog media content that is later digitized for preservation; in other words, traces are necessarily
native to digital contexts.) These records collectively contain enormous empirical
potential to answer all manner of politically relevant questions.
One of the greatest challenges for researchers interested in digital traces is
managing the gap between their research’s conceptual focus and the set of readily
available traces. Not every type of trace will be equally valuable from a particular
research standpoint, and not every interesting concept will be measurable using
the traces to which we have access. Researchers should never assume without
support that a given trace or trace-derived construct indicates a given underlying concept, however intuitive it may seem. Some traces may require only brief
explanations of how and why they relate to their theoretical referents. For others,
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more elaborate arguments and data transformations may be necessary to sufficiently justify particularly theoretical uses.
The purpose of this chapter is to contribute to the development of a framework for assessing the construct validity of theoretical inferences drawn from
digital traces. Most high-quality trace-based empirical research does this to some
extent, but what is missing is an abstract set of standards and heuristics by which
the quality of its inferences may be assessed.This will help ensure the rigor of such
research, which is especially important given that it is still in its infancy. I define
four nested, platform-independent domains that researchers should bear in mind
when choosing traces for analysis: technical design, terms of service (TOS), social
context, and the potential for misrepresentation. I demonstrate the value of this
framework in discussions of three general categories of techniques for trace inference: direct indication, proper names, and speech patterns. I apply the framework to
these techniques by drawing examples from three individual-level characteristics
of great interest to political communication researchers: gender, race/ethnicity
(R/E), and geographical location. Each of these has seen a diverse range of empirical attempts to infer them from traces in the relevant literature.

Four Domains Affecting the Construct Validity of Trace Data
96

The well-known dictum that “raw data is an oxymoron” (Bowker, 2005, p. 184;
Gitelman, 2013) is rarely illustrated more clearly than in the case of digital traces.
Their use is so common in contemporary social science research that authors
rarely bother pointing out that they were not generated with research in mind
(Howison, Wiggins, & Crowston, 2011). Unlike survey or experimental data,
which are constructed to optimize the quality of the research based on them, trace
data are created incidentally through everyday internet use. Because their fitness as
research data is not guaranteed for any particular purpose, researchers should argue
convincingly that particular inferences can be drawn from them.
When deciding whether to infer a specific characteristic from a specific trace,
four domains warrant close consideration: technical design, terms of service,
social context, and the potential for misrepresentation. These are hierarchically
nested (see Figure 6.1) in that the outer domains constrain the range of choices
available within the domains they enclose. The outermost domain, technical
design, defines the absolute limits of what can and cannot be done within a
sociotechnical system. Proceeding inward, a platform’s terms of service designate
which technically possible behaviors may result in official punishment, including
account suspension and deletion. Social contexts can only be built upon behaviors
that operate within a platform’s terms of service, and misrepresentation is a characteristic of certain social contexts. Together, these domains provide a comprehensive foundation for arguments about the relationships between traces and
their ostensible referents.
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FIGURE 6.1

Four Nested Domains Affecting the Construct Validity of Digital Traces

The following subsections discuss each in turn. They rely heavily on examples
drawn from social media, which offer many diverse examples of theoretically valuable traces.

Technical Design
The design of a communication system determines the kinds of communications
it can support (Freelon, 2010, 2015a; Sack, 2005; Wright & Street, 2007). Almost
none of the 20th century’s mass media allowed their audiences to respond, so
their channels were dominated by elites. Online media permit such responses,
which grants ordinary users an unprecedented menu of communication options.
Every platform’s menu is unique: for example, Twitter allows its users to unilaterally “follow” one another by default, while Facebook requires its users to
approve each “friend” request. Snapchat deletes messages as soon as the recipients
have viewed them, and the now-defunct social network This allowed users to
share just one hyperlink per day. Design features such as these set the absolute
boundaries of digital behavior.
This general point is fairly well understood by most students of communication technologies, so I will not belabor it here. However, before continuing it is
worth briefly discussing how the official labels of some design features invite specific inferences. One example of this is “likes” as implemented by Facebook and
Twitter, which allow users to mark individual posts with a thumbs-up or heart
icon, respectively. A researcher could infer positive sentiment toward “liked” posts
on the basis of the feature label alone. But such an argument would not be satisfactory, because “likes” can convey much more than just positive sentiment, which
is not a monolithic concept in any case (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013). This example
demonstrates that even in the most seemingly obvious of cases, researchers should
not take traces at face value. “Likes” may reliably indicate positive sentiment in
some or even most cases, but we need more evidence than the platform creators’
intentions to soundly argue as much.
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Terms of service are the lengthy documents we all must agree to (without necessarily reading) before registering as users on most social media platforms. They
specify the platforms’ rules and the consequences of violating them. Unlike
the descriptive rules of technical design, which forcibly forbid or require certain behaviors, terms of service are often prescriptive rules that must be voluntarily obeyed. Many TOS can be broken fairly easily in the normal course of
using a platform, whereas the restrictions imposed by technical design cannot. For
example, notwithstanding a few exceptions I cannot post a tweet of more than
140 characters or befriend more than 5,000 Facebook users. I can, however, create
a pseudonymous profile on Facebook or reveal another private user’s personal
information on Twitter or Facebook, both TOS violations punishable by account
suspension. Most platforms’TOS require users to obey the laws of the countries in
which they live in addition to whatever other rules they choose to set.
When widely known and enforced, a TOS’s provisions can influence user
behavior, which in turn affects how traces can be interpreted. Facebook’s real-
name policy has cultivated a norm of real name use on the platform, which has
important implications for inferences of gender and race, as I discuss below. But
because Twitter’s TOS does not require its users to tweet under their real names,
comparable inferences cannot always be made for that platform. In a very different
example, researchers interested in TOS violations such as hate speech or advocacy
of violence must account for the fact that platforms often remove such content
quickly. Such vigilance, while laudable from most users’ perspectives, complicates
the task of measuring the prevalence of such behavior. However, researchers may
be able to effectively track certain TOS violations that are not vigorously enforced
by the platform (e.g. Matias et al., 2015).

Social Context
As both boyd et al. (2010) and Gerlitz and Helmond (2013) attest, traces can contain multitudes. It therefore stands to reason that a single trace cannot assume all
of its possible meanings in any given instance. Social context can help researchers
decide whether a given trace interpretation is plausible for the study at hand. To
return to a previous example, reporters often warn that retweets should not be
construed as endorsements (Metaxas et al., 2015), which implies a tendency to
assume that they are considered as such in at least some contexts. In contrast, several studies have shown that retweets are valid indicators of ideology among communities of users that discuss politics (Aragón, Kappler, Kaltenbrunner, Laniado,
& Volkovich, 2013; Conover et al., 2011; Freelon, Lynch, & Aday, 2015; Freelon,
McIlwain, & Clark, in press). Thus we have emic evidence that agreement should
not be inferred from retweets in one context, and etic evidence that it should in a
different context. Such empirical evidence should be adduced whenever possible
to support trace-based inferences.
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Researchers should strive to understand the social contexts of their research
as thoroughly as possible, obvious as that may sound. Unfortunately, trace-based
research conducted using computational methods does not always reflect such
understanding (Freelon, 2015b). One task for which this is especially important
is the inference of certain identity characteristics (e.g. gender and race) from first
names. One widely accepted means of inferring gender from first names is to use
a dictionary of popular first names keyed to the genders they most often predict.
Twitter poses a problem for this method because it allows its users to post under
whatever pseudonym they like, as noted above. Most importantly from the standpoint of social context, available evidence suggests that pseudonym use may not be
evenly distributed across social groups. Participants in “Black Twitter,” for example,
have been known to choose sui generis screen names that cleverly allude to pop
culture figures and media (see Clayton, 2013). LGBTQ individuals also frequently
adopt nontraditional names to express their identities. Such pseudonyms may confound tools for inferring identity characteristics specifically for those social groups
who do not use their given names, or whose given names are unique. This in
turn may lead to disproportionately high levels of “unknown” categorizations for
members of these groups. Understanding such social contexts can help researchers
address the methodological challenges they present.

Potential for Misrepresentation

01

In a perfect world, every digital trace would directly index a specific action
committed by a specific human being. Needless to say, they do not, and a key
reason for that is willful misrepresentation by duplicitous parties. Thieves and
fraudsters have created false traces whenever and wherever they can profit from
doing so, with varying levels of success. Machine-
generated spam promising
wealth, health, beauty, love, and other human desiderata will almost certainly be
familiar to anyone with an email account. Some politicians and other would-
be notables have purchased non-human followers for themselves on Twitter and
other social network sites to cultivate the illusion of popularity (Cresci, Di Pietro,
Petrocchi, Spognardi, & Tesconi, 2015; Stringhini et al., 2013). These are just two
digital examples of Campbell’s law, which holds that valuable social metrics will
inevitably be gamed and distorted (Campbell, 1979; cf. Karpf, 2012).
Campbell’s law implies that not every trace will be subject to the same degree
of pressure toward misrepresentation. The greater the opportunity for tangible
benefit, the greater the potential for misrepresentation. Commercial spammers
who target social media mostly focus on a particular range of businesses, including
finance, dietary and health products, marketing, and consumer electronics (Lee,
Eoff, & Caverlee, 2011; Sridharan, Shankar, & Gupta, 2012). Other things being
equal, datasets devoted to such commercial topics should exhibit more of a spam
problem than those covering other topics. One major exception is episodes of
contentious politics in some non-Western countries, which have seen unknown
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parties inundating political conversations with machine-
generated nonsense
(Thomas, Grier, & Paxson, 2012;Verkamp & Gupta, 2013). Bot-detection methods
and region-specific expertise can help researchers discern when automated conversation hijacking will be a more or less serious concern.

Individual-Level Characteristics

01

In the following sections, I will evaluate three general types of traces from which
individual-level characteristics are often inferred. These trace types do not have
established names, so here I refer to them as direct indication, proper names, and speech
patterns. Each of these is common in sociotechnical systems and has been analyzed
by a substantial body of work. Further, each is relevant to multiple individual-level
characteristics, of which I discuss three: gender, R/E, and geographical location.
I chose these particular characteristics for several reasons: first, each harbors clear
value for one or more political communication theories. Second, and accordingly, empirical attempts to detect each from text are common in the communication, political science, sociology, and/or social computing literatures. Third,
each of these characteristics has an objective answer known to someone somewhere, even if discovering it is prohibitively difficult for researchers. Everyone has
a gender identity, an ethnic identity, and a physical location. In contrast, there are
no objective ways of judging whether something is (for example) funny, racist, or
attractive. An exploration of how best to infer such subjective characteristics from
digital traces is beyond the scope of the current chapter.

Direct Indication
One of the simplest methods of inferring individual characteristics from digital
traces is simply to take users at their word. One important way platforms allow
researchers to do so is through direct indication, by which I mean dedicated fields
through which users can (or must) declare specific facts about themselves.
Facebook, for example, offers users a mandatory open-text box into which users
can enter whatever gender label(s) fits them best.1 Instagram offers direct indication for gender, but the only three options are “Male,” “Female,” and “Not
Specified” (the default). Twitter’s design does not permit direct indication of
gender, and none of the three permit direct indication of R/E. Because Facebook
requires users to indicate a gender while Instagram does not, direct indication is
a superior source of gender information for the former than it is for the latter.2
Facebook enacts its real-identity TOS requirement in part by requiring users to
indicate their gender as a condition of account creation, and Instagram enacts its
looser identity policy by not requiring it. Social context is likely to be a major
issue for platforms in which users can choose to hide their gender. Facebook’s
terms of service require gender indication uniformly across all social contexts, but
on Instagram it may be more customary in some contexts (e.g. politically-charged
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ones) than in others. For the same reason, systematic gender misrepresentation is
less likely on Facebook than it is on Instagram.
Many sociotechnical systems also permit the direct indication of location information. For social media, this usually means either GPS-generated location data
or text strings that may or may not correspond to identifiable physical locations.
There are at least four key design considerations here: first, whether the system
offers a dedicated location field; second, if such a field exists, whether location
indication is opt-in or opt-out; third, whether the field supports GPS; and fourth,
whether the field supports auto-complete for locations. An opt-out policy obviously makes a location field much more useful from a research perspective than
opt-in, ethical considerations notwithstanding. Studies of Twitter, whose location field is opt-in, have found substantial numbers of users for whom locations
cannot be resolved above the country level (Hecht, Hong, Suh, & Chi, 2011;
Leetaru, Wang, Padmanabhan, & Shook, 2013; Mislove, Lehmann, Ahn, Onnela,
& Rosenquist, 2011). This is because they either left the field blank or entered
a string that did not match a known place name above the country level. Where
available, GPS is the gold standard for location data, as it can estimate a user’s physical location to within several feet. But GPS is rarely enabled by default, and when
it is not (as with Facebook,Twitter, and Instagram), very few users bother to turn it
on (Leetaru et al., 2013; Morstatter, Pfeffer, Liu, & Carley, 2013).Thus, studies that
include only users who have turned on GPS location run a high risk of systematically omitting certain types of users. One study that investigated this question
directly on Twitter found that younger, urban, higher-income, Black, and Hispanic
users were more likely to opt in to GPS (Malik, Lamba, Nakos, & Pfeffer, 2015).
The same is likely true for textual locations: certain groups may be more likely to
use official place names, while others may more often use informal location names
or nonstandard abbreviations that cannot be resolved by automated location-
guessing systems. Users can also misrepresent their locations, either intentionally or unintentionally. Among other reasons, intentional misrepresentation can
occur as an act of solidarity, as when Twitter users around the world changed their
locations to “Tehran” in an attempt to stymie the Iranian authorities’ attempts to
surveil local protesters’ tweets (Mueller & van Huellen, 2012). Since location fields
are usually static, but people move around quite a bit, researchers may find discrepancies between users’ listed and actual locations. Though unintentional, these
discrepancies may reduce the validity of trace inferences drawn in studies of major
protests, concerts, conferences, and other events to which many people travel.

Proper Names
People’s names can convey a wide range of relevant facts about them. In English
and many other widely-spoken languages, most given names are overwhelmingly used by either males or females (Flowers, 2015). Thus, gender can usually
be inferred from a person’s given name (e.g. Burger, Henderson, Kim, & Zarrella,
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2011; Freelon, Becker, Lannon, & Pendleton, 2016; Liu & Ruths, 2013; Mislove
et al., 2011; Sloan et al., 2013). Most platforms have one or more fields through
which users can or must name themselves, but as discussed above, not all require
the use of official names. Even some sites that do not require real names have
strong social norms toward real name usage (Google Plus, for example). For such
sites, researchers can use simple dictionary-based gender-guessing programs for
some populations such as Genderize (https://genderize.io/), Genderator (https://
github.com/bmuller/genderator), and Gender API (https://gender-api.com/).
These programs contain large dictionaries of common names, each of which is
indexed to the gender it most often indicates: male for “John,” female for “Mary,”
etc. Gender-guessing programs typically assign the corresponding gender for each
name present in its dictionary and “Unknown” values to all names not present
or that indicate maleness about as often as femaleness. Real-name requirements
that are strictly enforced reduce the potential for misrepresentation, since misrepresentation risks negative consequences. So as long as the names in your gender-
guessing program largely match those in your population, you would have a strong
use case for using it.
But this is not always the case. Gender-guessing programs reflect their creators’
social backgrounds, and often skew toward traditional English and American
names (e.g. Muller, 2012). Online social contexts that lie beyond the programmers’
familiarity may therefore not be the best match for such programs. Services such as
Genderize and Gender API attempt to overcome this limitation by using dictionaries of hundreds of thousands or millions of names across dozens of languages.
But these particular services’ dictionaries are closed and proprietary, preventing
users from seeing for themselves how comprehensive they are (see Guo’s chapter
in this volume for more discussion of this issue). And even the most expansive
and open dictionary will not suffice for populations that favor unique names and
spellings, such as African Americans. Handling non-Latin character sets effectively
is another major issue for inferring gender from names written in those scripts. Of
course, in spaces where pseudonym use is the norm, none of these methods may
provide acceptable levels of accuracy.
Several major differences in inferring R/E vs. gender from proper names
become apparent immediately. First, few if any major social media platforms even
permit, let alone require, users to indicate R/E directly. Most of the time it can
only be inferred indirectly, with users’ family names (rather than given names)
being a popular data source (Chang, Rosenn, Backstrom, & Marlow, 2010; Fiscella
& Fremont, 2006; Mislove et al., 2011). As with gender, the overall efficacy of
this method for inferring R/E depends on the availability of the user’s full name,
which in turn depends on the four domains. Design-wise, the number and label(s)
of the “name” field(s) is a major consideration. Facebook offers “first name” and
“last name” fields as well as a field for “other names” including nicknames, maiden
names, former names, and the like. Twitter offers two name-related fields: one
simply labeled “Name,” the other labeled “Username.” Both of these can be easily
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altered at will, unlike Facebook’s primary name fields, which can be changed
only once every 60 days and are subject to multiple content restrictions. Thus,
Twitter’s technical environment is more hospitable to creative pseudonyms, from
which gender is more difficult to infer. Some will take more advantage than others
of opportunities to create pseudonyms, for example those interested in sensitive
content such as drugs, guns, pornography, and racial hatred (Peddinti, Ross, &
Cappos, 2014). Social contexts in which impersonation is relatively common, such
as politics and entertainment (Freelon & Karpf, 2015; Highfield, 2016), should
also receive extra scrutiny. But even given the presence of a credible full name,
dictionary-based gender-guessing techniques are not equally effective for all races
and ethnicities. It works better for Latinos and Asians than for African Americans,
women, and individuals of higher socio-economic status (Fiscella & Fremont,
2006). Generally, it appears that the more heterogeneous the sample, the worse this
technique is likely to perform on a particular segment of it.

Speech Patterns
A third trace-based inference technique exploits group-level differences in speech
patterns. The idea here is that people who share a certain trait (gender, R/E,
location, etc.) will tend to speak in ways that distinguish them from those who
do not possess the trait. From a design standpoint, as long as a system allows
users some degree of free textual expression (as all social media do), it will always
offer the researcher something to analyze. However, the method’s viability may
depend on the extent to which the design restricts users’ expressive latitude, for
example through limitations on the number of posts or characters per post permitted (Burger et al., 2011; Peersman, Daelemans, & Van Vaerenbergh, 2011).
Terms of service play a similar role: prohibitions on certain forms of expression could potentially affect a researcher’s ability to infer certain characteristics
from speech. For example, both Twitter and Facebook’s terms forbid users from
engaging in abusive behavior, which could potentially include words that predict
membership in gender, racial, or affinity groups. But social context is probably
the most consequential domain for this method, especially as it applies to R/E
and gender. The predictive value of speech patterns for identity characteristics
relies on the strength of the correlation between group membership and social
context. In other words, speech pattern-based inference techniques assume that
women will talk in distinctly “female” ways, men will talk in “male” ways, Blacks
will talk in “Black” ways, etc. The truer this assumption, the more valid the results
will be. It has long been known that men and women tend to speak differently
in the aggregate, and speech-based studies of gender detection have exploited
this fact to achieve gender classification rates of 70–90% (Bamman, Eisenstein,
& Schnoebelen, 2014; Burger et al., 2011; Sap et al., 2014). While these rates
are indeed high, they mask the fact that these methods may systematically misclassify certain subsets of individuals—those with heterogeneous social networks,
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for example (Bamman et al., 2014). Therefore, researchers should use the empirical record and expert knowledge about the population under study to ascertain
whether speech-based classification will perform adequately for any given case.
This would of course include any group-level proclivities toward identity tourism
(Nakamura, 1995), which could prove misleading.
Several studies have also used the full text of user posts to identify their physical locations (e.g. Cheng, Caverlee, & Lee, 2010; Li,Wang, Deng,Wang, & Chang,
2012; Mahmud, Nichols, & Drews, 2012; Stefanidis, Crooks, & Radzikowski,
2013). In platforms that lack direct indication, this may be the only means of
location identification available. Most of the technical design and TOS constraints
are the same as for detection R/E and gender, so I will not reprise those here;
the most substantial differences lie in the social domains. Simply put, the tendency to talk about one’s physical location is probably not evenly distributed
across a given platform’s user population. The issue here is similar to GPS opt-in,
with the main difference being that it is very easy to determine when someone
has opted out of GPS. But it’s much more difficult to determine when people
regularly mention places they have been. A typical approach would process a
corpus of social media posts through a dictionary of location names and analyze the matches (see Leetaru et al., 2013). But users will likely differ greatly
in the volume of identifiable locations they post. Moreover, while some users’
hits may represent places they’ve been, others might be places they want to go,
places they’ve visited in the past, or places in the news. This could be seen as a
form of misrepresentation, albeit one created as an unavoidable side effect of this
technique’s basic assumptions. The solution is the same: expert knowledge and a
full consideration of the extent to which deviations from the assumptions might
harm the analysis.

Conclusion
As we have seen, the value of trace data inference techniques depends on differences
between cases that can be expressed in terms of the four domains of technical
design, TOS, social context, and potential for misrepresentation. The type of pre-
research analysis demonstrated here will help researchers judge when particular
techniques will be more and less effective. Unfortunately, there is no quantitative threshold to cleanly separate “effective” and “ineffective” research applications.
Instead, researchers will have to make their cases based on the specifics of each
situation and on prior research practice.
I hope I have made it clear that in many cases inferring individual characteristics
from trace data will not be a straightforward affair. The staggering multiplicity
of ways users can express gender, race/ethnicity, and location presents nontrivial
challenges for both manual and computational methods. Moreover, in some
research contexts none of the available methods will yield sufficient classification
rates or levels of validity. There are no guarantees in research, especially when
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using data that was not created for that purpose. Only through shared empirical
standards and frameworks will we be able to recognize the differences between
higher-and lower-quality trace inferences.
The four dimensions of trace inference offer a useful framework for evaluating
the construct validity of trace-based inferences. Each contributes independently to
the quality of the argument that a given trace reliably and validly indicates a given
concept within a given context. Clearly the technical design must enable the provision of certain traces for researchers to be able to analyze them, and so much the
better if the design actively encourages it. A platform’s TOS is almost as powerful
in this regard, although its relevance depends upon how strictly it is enforced.
Social context reminds us that inferential validity depends to a large extent on
use: inferences that are valid in one context may not be in another.The same goes
for the potential for misrepresentation, which is technically a special case of social
context, but recurs frequently enough to warrant its own category.
While this chapter analyzed three types of trace inference techniques individually, I should point out that many studies base their inferences on multiple trace
indicators. In studies that use machine-learning classification, multiple indicators
are additive: the more of them point toward a particular category, the stronger
the confidence that that category is the correct one. For example, using speech
patterns and proper names together has been demonstrated to increase the percentage of correct gender classifications (Burger et al., 2011). But the framework
introduced in this chapter suggests that inferences based on some traces may be
inherently more valid than those based on others. Consider the difference in validity between classifying an individual as a woman, or Black, or in New York City
because 1) she stated as much directly, 2) her name is disproportionately common
among members of the first two categories, or 3) she tends to speak in ways
typical of people in those categories. Per the previous section, it is possible, and
likely in some cases, that the subsets of individuals given incorrect and “unknown”
judgments will differ systematically across these three techniques. But perhaps
even more importantly, we should ask ourselves: are the outcomes of each of these
inference techniques really epistemologically equivalent?
This should direct us to think not only about how to maximize classification
rates, but also about the reasons behind our misclassifications and the extent to
which certain groups may be excluded from analysis. We already know that most
social media platforms (aside from perhaps Facebook in some cases) are not representative of any broader offline population. Ignoring possible bias in our classification techniques may skew social media datasets even further. It seems important to
know, for example, if a given technique works twice as well for one subpopulation
as it does for another. To address this issue, we must understand how it applies to
our particular datasets and introduce methods that include all the sub-populations
relevant to our study.
The discussions above demonstrate the four dimensions’ value for the specific characteristics of gender, R/E, and location, but it is not limited to them.
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Articulating the dimensions at such a high level of abstraction allows them to be
applied to other characteristics and platforms. They will almost certainly prove
useful for the study of subjective concepts, which are not addressed in this chapter.
And as platforms inevitably rise and fall in popularity and digital communication
technologies continue to advance, these dimensions will retain their relevance
because they are not tied to any single platform.
Methods, too, will continue to develop. As computational researchers, we
find ourselves in something of an arms race with platform developers: as soon as
methodological best practices for widely used traces begin to solidify, new traces
emerge from which new inferences might be drawn. For example, in early 2016
Facebook expanded its menu of one-click reaction indicators from one (the “like”
button) to six (new buttons for “love,” “haha,” “wow,” “sad,” and “angry”). As with
the “like” button, the five new reactions are available as data through Facebook’s
API for users whose profiles are configured for maximum publicity. Facebook
executives may well intend and believe that these buttons transparently convey
the sentiments on their labels across all users and contexts. But as I hope I have
sufficiently argued here, such claims should only be established on a foundation of
solid conceptual and empirical substantiation.

016

Notes
1 When users first sign up for a Facebook account, they must indicate that they are
“Male” or “Female.” They can access the more inclusive open-text option only after
their account has been created.
2 Facebook’s API does not grant access to this gender information, although it is visible to
a user’s friends and can also be accessed by Facebook apps with the user’s permission.
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